In vitro electro-mechanical activity of the human colon. Simultaneous recording of the electrical patterns of the two muscle layers.
Electrical and mechanical activity on longitudinal and circular layers of the human sigmoid colon were simultaneously studied. Recordings were obtained from two electrode sites spaced 3 cm apart in a piece of colon which had been resected surgically and perfused in an organ bath. Spontaneous electrical activity of the colon showed slow waves and spikes. Slow waves were present for only 24.5% and 12% of the recording time on the longitudinal and circular layers, respectively, and they appeared as localized activity which was irregular in amplitude and varying in frequency. Electrical coupling between the two muscle layers was rarely seen and slow waves were not associated with pressure changes. Spiking activity were recorded as short and long spike bursts on both muscle layers. Short spike bursts were localized activity superimposed on slow waves. The associated mechanical activity, which consisted of single weak pressure changes or prolonged contractions with summation, was determined by slow wave frequency. Long spike bursts were seen at irregular intervals and were either propagated or not propagated activity associated with electrical oscillations ranging from 24 to 46 cpm. Mechanical activity consisted of sustained tonic contractions propagated or not propagated in the same way as the electrical pattern. Coordinated electrical activity of the two muscle layers seldom occurred when spontaneous activity was being recorded. Electrical activity on both muscle layers was very sensitive to stretching and could be initiated or modulated by pharmacological agents. In particular, our findings showed that stimulation induced coordinated spiking activity on the two muscle layers and caused mechanical activity, propagated orally or aborally, which consisted of long lasting, high amplitude contractions.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)